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teroid Terrestrialimpact Last Alert
System, or AT‐
LAS, to provide
advance warning
of potentially
dangerous space
rocks.
The ATLAS

Astro-technologist, John Tonry, with nearly-complete
ATLAS 1 telescope at Colorado-based DFM Engineer‐
ing …

project is an as‐

NASA Astronomer Names Asteroid After
Malala
Wochit

teroid impact ear‐
ly-warning sys‐
tem being devel‐
oped by the Uni‐
versity of Hawaii
and funded by
NASA. The
project is dedi‐
cated to provid‐
ing a one-day

NASA Scientists Think Life Outside Earth
Will Be Hard to Find
Wochit

warning in the
event of a potential 30-kiloton "town killer" asteroid strike; a
week's warning for a 5-megaton "city killer"; and three weeks'
notice for a potential 100-megaton "county killer" impact.
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"We have First Light," according to an ATLAS team update. In a
Colorado-based test at the end of March, the Acam1 camera
and ATLAS 1 telescope were tested at DFM Engineering, Inc. in
Longmont, Colorado. [Photos of Potentially Dangerous Aster‐
oids]

Britney Spears Flashes a Huge Smile While
Doing a Perfect Split in a Tiny Bikini
ETonline

ATLAS sites
The ATLAS asteroid project is led by John Tonry of the Institute
for Astronomy in Honolulu, Hawaii, with the work funded by a
five-year NASA grant that began Jan. 1, 2013. The project's
Haleakala and Mauna Loa sites are complete and ready for the
installation of the DFM Engineering-completed ATLAS tele‐
scopes.

Before applying for a card, check your
eligibility

Each site has a fully certified 16.5-foot Ash dome, concrete pier,

Capital One Sponsored

loft, storage, computers and essential electronics. Full robotic
operation of both telescopes, including automatic reporting to
the Minor Planet Center by early 2016 is the plan.
Telescope construction is progressing steadily with ATLAS oﬃ‐
cials expecting delivery and installation of ATLAS 1 on
Haleakala at the end of April and ATLAS 2 somewhat later. In
addition, there are ongoing discussions with NASA about a third
ATLAS telescope in South Africa, which could prove an excel‐

Donald Trump amuses us to death

lent location for early detection of dangerous asteroids.

Moving
objects
When ATLAS is
completed at
year's end, it will

Dentist Walter James Palmer sends patients
apology letter after killing Zimbabwe lion Ce‐
cil
Yahoo News

consist of two
telescopes locat‐
ed 100 miles (160
kilometers) apart
that will automati‐
cally scan the

A view down the throat of the DFM telescope with the AT‐
LAS camera mounted on the spider ring. The ma …

whole sky several times every night looking for moving objects.
The key to detecting asteroids is that they continuously move
against the more or less fixed background of stars and galaxies.
A typical asteroid moves something like 30 seconds of arc an
hour. ATLAS will therefore record pairs of images of each part of

Photos of the day - July 29, 2015
Yahoo News

the sky, with exposures separated by about 30 minutes.
The computer system for ATLAS is capable of analyzing 500
megabytes of data per minute, capable of making a detailed
comparison of the two images immediately after the second
one is taken.
The computer will then compile a list of all objects that appear
to have changed either their positions in the sky or their bright‐

Most Horrific Shark Attacks In History
weekend collective Sponsored

ness. The next step is working out which of these objects is
likely to be an asteroid moving across the sky, and which may
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be some other celestial phenomenon.

Science agenda
ATLAS will be capable of conducting an array of science pur‐
suits, beyond searching for dangerous asteroids, such as:
Search for habitable planets outside our solar system

Trending Now: TWTR
Yahoo Finance - Qwiki

Search for mini-moons that orbit Earth
Look for denizens of the outer solar system, such as dwarf plan‐
ets like Pluto or Eris or a Nemesis star.
Also on the ATLAS "can do" list is the ability to track space
junk.
ATLAS can see a 10 cm-diameter (about 4 inches) object in low
Earth orbit and detect objects of about 60 cm-diameter (about 2

Why YouTube is the 'in' place to come out

feet) in geostationary Earth orbit. Because ATLAS watches how
things move, it can quickly distinguish Earth-orbiting space junk
from asteroids that orbit the Sun.
For an informative set of videos on the ATLAS,
visit: http://www.fallingstar.com/videolist.php
Leonard David has been reporting on the space industry for
more than five decades. He is former director of research for the
National Commission on Space and is co-author of Buzz
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Aldrin's 2013 book "Mission to Mars – My Vision for Space Ex‐
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ploration," published by National Geographic, with a new updat‐
ed paperback version to be released in May. Follow us @Space‐
dotcom, Facebook or Google+. Published on Space.com.
Asteroid Threat: Cutting Through Red Tape To Save The World |
Video
Poll: Is Earth Ready to Fight Oﬀ an Asteroid Threat?
5 Reasons to Care About Asteroids
Copyright 2015 SPACE.com, a Purch company. All rights re‐
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served. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or redistributed.
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CHICAGO (AP) — A Chicago man who served 17
years in prison for murder before being cleared of
the crime Press
Associated
has been shot and killed almost three
years after being released from prison, police said
Wednesday.
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imagine my surprise
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of myMexico
missing…
Eight people from the same family, including two mi‐
nors, were kidnapped by masked gunmen and their
decapitated
bodies were found days later in north‐
AFP
ern Mexico, authorities said Wednesday. The bodies
were found after a ninth member of the Martinez
An American
Dentist
family escaped Sunday's abduction near Casa Que‐
Killed Zimbabwe’s
mada,… Fa‐

mous Lion
Cecil the lion, a famous blackmaned resident of Zimbabwe’s
Hwange National Park, died at…
TakePart.com
the hands of an American den‐
tist, conservationists claim. “Mr.
Palmer shot Cecil with a bow
and arrow but this shot didn't kill
Taliban disavows Afghan peace
him,” Johnny Rodrigues, chair‐
talks after leader declared dead
man of the Zimbabwe Conserva‐
Johnson KABUL (Reuters) - The Taliban's of‐
tion Task Force, By
saidKay
in…
ficial spokesman disavowed peace talks with the
Afghan government on Thursday, throwing fledgling
Reuters
eﬀorts to negotiate an end to 14 years of war into
The statement came a day after the Afghan
32 Chilling disarray.
Images
Of
government said that Mullah Omar, the elusive…
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It was another sunny and hot day in the fourth year
of a severe, unrelenting drought when dozens of
children
Yahoo
News
who had just spent the day splashing and
playing at a "Water Wonders Camp" heard a loud
crack
and
saw aRepublicans,
giant pine tree hurtling
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Trump
leads
but De‐
them.
As
the
children
tried
to
scramble
to
safety…
mocrats thump him: poll
Bombastic US billionaire Donald Trump handily
leads all fellow Republicans in the 2016 presidential
race, though Hillary Clinton and other Democrats
AFP
trump him in head-to-head matchups, a poll said
Thursday. Trump plunged into the crowded Republi‐
theater
shoot‐
can nomination battle last month, and has since…
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Colorado
er's dad saw wide-eyed
smirk before

CENTENNIAL, Colo. (AP) — James
Holmes came home on winter break
from graduate school looking hag‐…
Associated
Press odd facial expres‐
gard and making
sions, but his father didn't suspect at
the time that he was descending into
mental illness.
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Technically Incorrect: A Massachusetts driver makes
a wrong turn. What happens next, all filmed on his
CNET
dashcam, has led to an investigation. And yes, it's
now on YouTube.
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Buﬀalo Snow Pile Refuses to Melt Eight Months
After Snowstorm
The sun is shining, swimming pools are open and there’s still a giant
snow pile in New York.The calendar says it’s almost August, but an
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Teens' 6 days adrift verge on limits
for survival at sea

Associated Press

TEQUESTA, Fla. (AP) — Crews pushed the limits of
an ever-expanding search zone Wednesday for two
teens missing
Associated
Pressat sea and potentially nearing the
boundaries of human survival.
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Just a handful of people still live in a village on
Shengshan Island east of Shanghai that was once
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home News
to more than 2,000 fishermen. Every day hun‐
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Google’s little Chromecast dongle is pretty awe‐
some. The device plugs into the HDMI port on any
HDTV
or monitor and instantly gives users access to
BGR
News
movies, TV shows, videos, music, photos and more
that can be streamed from any Android device. Best
Trap
Door
of all, perhaps, the Chromecast is wonderfully…
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credible.
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Independent media battle on in
Putin's Russia
By Timothy Heritage MOSCOW (Reuters) - Alexei
Venediktov, one of Russia's most prominent journal‐
ists, does not go out without a bodyguard and does
Reuters
not answer mobile phone calls for fear of being
tracked.
Such precautions
seem out of place
Police Oﬃcer
Involveddoinnot
Deadly
in a country where at least 17 journalists have
Cincinnati Shooting of Samuel Du‐
been…

James Holmes’ revealing courtroom behav‐
ior during the Colorado theater shooting trial
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Bose Indicted for Murder, Dis‐
missed from Force

ABC
"I'm News
treating him like a murderer," prosecutor

Joseph Deters said during a news conference when
describing the warrant out for a police oﬃcer who
MH370 relatives'
emo‐
killed Samuel DuBose, 43, earlier this month.
tional rollercoaster
af‐ today from a police oﬃcer's body
Footage released
camfind
lasts about 10 minutes and shows the shoot‐
ter wreckage

ing.… and
Relatives of passengers
crew on board Malaysia Airlines
MH370 spoke of their emotion…
AFP
turmoil and agonising wait for
news Thursday after reports
emerged that a piece of the
missing jet may have been
Kurdish rebels attack Turkish security forces,
found. Aviation investigators are
killing
5
heading to the French, Indian
ANKARA,
Turkey
(AP) — Kurdish
rebels have attacked Turkish secu‐
Ocean island
of Reunion
after
rity
Associated
in two separate assaults in southeast Turkey, killing five
a… forcesPress
people, oﬃcials said. One rebel was also killed.
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Internet mauls dentist accused of
illegal kill of popular lion
Technically Incorrect: Walter Palmer, a dentist in
Minnesota, has his Yelp entry attacked by those not
fond of his allegedly illegal killing of Cecil the lion in
CNET
Zimbabwe.
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with two very interesting letters from experienced military fly‐
The
Atlantic
ers. Since retiring, I flew 2.5 years as a civilian contract F-15SG in‐
structor [for another…
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A Lemoore man is on the hunt for his stolen pick-up
truck. The classic custom ride holds significant sen‐
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its owner, who built the truck with his late
father.
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